Abstract: Bladder cancer holds the record for the highest lifetime cost on a per-patient basis. This is due to high recurrence rates, which necessitate invasive and costly long-term evaluation methods such as cystoscopy and imaging. Microfluidics is emerging as an important approach to contribute to initial diagnosis and follow-up, by enabling the precise manipulation of biological samples. Specifically, microdevices have been used for the isolation of cells or genetic material from blood samples, sparking significant interest as a versatile platform for non-invasive bladder cancer detection with voided urine. In this review, we revisit the methods of bladder cancer detection and describe various types of markers currently used for evaluation. We detail cutting-edge technologies and evaluate their merits in the detection, screening, and diagnosis of bladder cancer. Advantages of microscale devices over standard methods of detection, as well as their limitations, are provided. We conclude with a discussion of criteria for guiding microdevice development that could deepen our understanding of prognoses at the level of individual patients and the underlying biology of bladder cancer development. Collectively, the development and widespread application of improved microfluidic devices for bladder cancer could drive treatment breakthroughs and establish widespread, tangible outcomes on patients' long-term survival.
Introduction
The human renal system is an exceptional example of biological structure and organization, efficiently filtering waste from the bloodstream while selectively retaining nutrients. However, the urothelium of the bladder is prone to transformation. Each year, over 425,000 people around the world develop urothelial bladder cancer, and more than 165,000 people die of this condition. The age-standardized rate of bladder cancer can differ by nearly ten-fold based on geography and is approximately three to five times higher in men than in women. Among the most common risk factors for future development and recurrence of bladder cancer are smoking [1] , body mass [2] , lack of physical activity [3] , and age [4] . Furthermore, the mortality rate is highly dependent on stage at diagnosis. Patients diagnosed while cancerous cells are confined to the urothelium have a five-year relative survival rate of 95.7%, while patients who are diagnosed after metastasis have a five-year relative survival rate of just 5.0% [5] .
Patients are typically diagnosed with urothelial bladder cancer following symptoms like haematuria [6] , increased the urinary frequency or urgency, irritation during urination [7] , and bone Table 1 . Overview of current bladder cancer diagnosis methods.
Methods

Description of Diagnosis Method Targeted Biomarkers/Genes
Urine cytology Examine microscopically urinary sediment for the presence of tumor cells [41, 42] . N/A Cystoscopy Detect growths in the bladder and determine the need for a biopsy or surgery with the use of a cystoscope [42] . N/A
Computed tomography (CT) Show abnormalities or tumors in a detailed, cross-sectional view using X-ray. Measure the tumor size [43] . N/A
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
Produce detailed images of the tumor using a magnetic field. Measure the tumor size [43] . N/A
Immunohistochemical Staining Visualize protein presence in excised tissue via primary antibodies and secondary antibodies with fluorescent tags.
p21, p53, pRB, and p27 [44] Bcl-2 and caspase-3 [45] pAkt, PTEN, Drg-1, Cx-26, and L-plastin [46] CXCL16 and CXCR6 [47] CXCR4 [48] CxBladder Detect Test for the presence of mRNA associated with cancer-linked genes IGF, HOXA, MDK, CDC, and IL8R [49] UroVysion Detect aneuploidy and loss of loci from patient's urine sample via fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH).
9p21 loci, amplification of chromosomes 3, 7 and 17 [50] BTA Trak and BTA Stat Measure protein in the urine, quantitatively via ELISA (BTA Trak) or qualitatively via inspection for immobilized antibodies (BTA Stat).
Human complement factor H-related protein [51, 52] BladderChek Measure protein in urine, quantitatively via ELISA or qualitatively via immunochromatography (BladderChek). Nuclear matrix protein-22 [53, 54] ImmunoCyt/uCyt+
Identify presence of high-molecular-weight glycosylated carcinoembryonic antigens and mucins via fluorescent antibody binding.
19A211, LDQ10, and M344 [20] 
Invasive Techniques
The established guidelines for the diagnosis of non-muscle invasive bladder cancer involve cystoscopy, which allows the doctor to visualize the interior of the patient's bladder using a cystoscope [55] . The procedure requires the insertion of a flexible cystoscope through the urethra under local anaesthesia. The cystoscope carrying a fiber optics cable attached to a CCD camera allows for a detailed inspection of the bladder wall. The detection of a tumor will require full anaesthesia for its resection necessitating a rigid cystoscope for the introduction of a surgical instrument to perform a partial or complete resection of the tumor. At first presentation, approximately 75% of cases are classified as non-muscle-invasive bladder cancer [56] , which is associated with a five-year survival rate of 88-98% [57] . These tumors are classified as stage Ta if they have retained the basement membrane or as stage T1 if they have invaded the submucosal region called the chorion. However, these superficial tumors exhibit a recurrence rate as high as 50-70%, requiring routine monitoring for recurrence and progression [58] . Although cystoscopy can identify nearly all papillary and sessile lesions [59] , it is an invasive and unpleasant procedure for patients and not suitable for the routine monitoring necessitated by bladder cancer [60, 61] . A non-invasive assay would provide significant benefits for patient comfort, with urine as an ideal sample for bladder cancer diagnosis and follow-ups due to the ease of obtaining patient samples in a non-invasive manner [9] . Based on established guidelines, it is currently not recommended to test urinary biomarkers in place of cystoscopy [16, 17, 62] .
Non-Invasive Techniques
Given the desirability of circumventing uncomfortable, invasive techniques and facilitating clinical decisions, research is ongoing into screening and diagnostic tools for bladder cancer based on molecular biomarkers. With a reliable and non-invasive test, clinicians could obtain meaningful information on patient cases of bladder cancer while reducing the frequency of cystoscopies. Urine cytology is the standard non-invasive urine test that relies on visual inspection of abnormal cells in patient's urine under a microscope [41, 42] . However, it is limited by its low sensitivity, especially in the detection of low-stage, low-grade bladder cancer [40, [63] [64] [65] . For such bladder tumors in early stages of development, the sensitivity of cytology is approximately 20% [66, 67] . Furthermore, histological examinations have limited ability for prognostication as they do not reflect biological behaviour of the tumor, merely physical appearance [44] . High levels of inter-observer, intra-observer, and institutional variability also reduce the reliability of urine cytology results [40] . In addition, cytology requires highly trained personnel for sample evaluation, who may not be available in all areas [68] .
Other non-invasive urine-based bladder cancer tests have been developed in the last few years, such as UroVysion fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) [50] and CxBladder Detect [49] . The UroVysion kit is one of the key Food and Drug Administration (FDA) -approved non-invasive devices commonly used for bladder cancer detection in actual clinical settings. CxBladder Detect is a highly sensitive multi gene urine biomarker test, targeting IGF, HOXA, MDK, CDC, and IL8R. Although both tests have much higher sensitivity than urine cytology, they are highly limited by their complexity and expense.
Despite current limitations, these non-invasive biomarker assays demonstrate increased detection sensitivity as compared to cytology and have the potential to reduce the frequency of follow-up cystoscopy (40.8% sensitivity for UroVysion with low-grade tumors [22] , 69% for CxBladder Detect with low-grade tumors [69] , and~20% for cytology with low-grade tumors [66, 67] ). Indeed, recent reports suggest that the enhanced clinical utility of non-invasive assays such as CxBladder [49] has reduced urologists' use of invasive diagnostic procedures.
Types of Urine Markers
Invasive Urine Markers
Potential biomarkers of excised cancer tissue are studied using immunohistochemical (IHC) staining of various proteins involved in cell cycle, apoptosis, and angiogenesis [44] . IHC of high-grade bladder cancer tissue may provide insight to predict progression of the disease. A combination of cell cycle proteins, p21, p53, pRB, and p27 stratified patients according to the risk of recurrence and progression. Proteins involved in apoptosis, such as Bcl-2 and caspase-3, also presented potential as survival predictors. Other studies also reported aberrant protein expression in bladder cancer tissue, such as the overexpression of SLD5 [45] . The expression levels of pAkt, PTEN, Drg-1, Cx-26, and L-plastin were often correlated with tumor grade and stage, as well as other clinicopathological features of bladder cancer. However, none of these biomarkers has been isolated as an independent predictive factor for progression-free or overall survival, while the sensitivity of immunohistochemical approaches will largely depend on the makeup of the genetic panel being assayed [46] .
Recently, mRNA expression and IHC staining of tumor biopsies for the interactions of CXCL16 and CXCR6 indicated their upregulation in bladder cancer patients and correlations with cancer stage, supporting a role for CXCL16 and CXCR6 as potential therapeutic targets [47] . Upregulation of CXCR4 in invasive bladder cancer was also detected via fluorescent imaging and could likewise serve as a promising diagnostic tool [48] . The clinical significance of these markers lays in recurrence prediction upon invasive surgical methods such as transurethral resection of a bladder tumor (TURBT) and radical cystectomy (RC).
Non-Invasive Urine Markers
The ImmunoCyt non-invasive biomarker test is an assay for voided urine [70] and specificity (defined as the proportion of negative test results in which the patient does not have bladder cancer) between 60-70%. CxBladder kit detects the presence of five biomarker genes (IGF, HOXA, MDK, CDC, and IL8R), which are linked to elevated expression levels among bladder cancer patients; among patients with low-grade tumors, the sensitivity of the CxBladder kit was 69% [69] .
Bladder Tumor Antigen (BTA) tests, such as BTA TRAK and BTA STAT, are enzyme immunoassays that detect the complement factor H-related protein (hCFHrp). BTA TRAK quantitatively measures the concentration of hCFHrp, while BTA STAT is a qualitative test; these tests have received FDA approval to complement cystoscopy. Both exhibits decreased sensitivity in patients with early stages of bladder cancer: for BTA TRAK, sensitivity decreased from 88% for high-grade tumors to 48% for low-grade, while corresponding values for BTA STAT were 89% and 55.5%. Specificities of the overall patient cohort for BTA TRAK and BTA STAT were 69% and 78.7%, respectively [71, 72] .
NMP22 Bladder Check Test is an FDA-approved test for the early diagnosis of bladder cancer. It tests for the nuclear matrix protein (NMP22) by using two monoclonal antibodies to target the nuclear mitotic apparatus in voided urine. In voided urine samples from bladder cancer patients, NMP22 levels are elevated by 25-fold as compared to samples from healthy controls [73] . In studies that assessed the clinical utility of NMP22 Bladder Check Test, the assay was found to have a sufficiently high sensitivity (79% for low-grade tumors) and specificity (100% for low-grade tumors) to be a possible substitute for urine cytology [74] but remained inferior to cystoscopy [75] .
UroVysion is an in-situ hybridization assay that utilizes fluorescence to detect the deletion of 9p21 loci and amplification of chromosome 3, 7, and 17 in malignant urothelial cells. However, such chromosomal abnormalities observed using UroVysion were not restricted to urothelial carcinoma, for a significant possibility of false positive diagnosis [50] . In low-grade tumors, the sensitivity of UroVysion was 40.8%, while the specificity was 87.8% [22] .
Such commercialized kits for urinary biomarkers have yet to establish themselves as capable of replacing cytology and cystoscopy. Motivated by the prospect of avoiding invasive cystoscopy methods and subjective cytological examinations, much research focuses on identifying novel biomarkers, such as DNA methylation, miRNA, and telomerase. New multiplexed marker panels are constantly being developed with high-resolution approaches to providing more robust solutions for effective bladder cancer detection. For example, a recent study reported a panel of five biomarkers in urine, namely Coronin-1A, Apolipoprotein A4, Semenogelin-2, Gamma synuclein, and DJ-1/PARK7 with high detection sensitivity and specificity (93.9% and 96.7%, respectively, for early-stage bladder cancer) [76] . The panel is also more specific than two prior FDA approved marker panels (NMP22 [74] and BTA [71, 72] ) for bladder cancer detection. These studies are currently undergoing trials for antibody validation.
Increasing the Detection Sensitivity of Non-Invasive Markers Using Microdevices
Microdevices' potential for parallelized and multiplexed sample processing could improve throughput and reduce the time for diagnosis, underpinning exciting opportunities to promote medical intervention affordability and improve health outcomes ( Table 2) . 
Cell-Based Detection
Besides molecular markers, cancer cells can also be detected for disease evaluation. The current non-invasive method to detect bladder cancer via cytological examination of urine is limited by its low sensitivity. The challenge lies in distinguishing cancer cells based on morphology in the presence of proteins, debris and other cells from the urinary tract. The utility of microdevices in cancer detection has been well-explored for the application of circulating tumor cells capture from liquid biopsies [82] . Besides cell size-based detection methods such as filtration [41, 42] , a wide variety of principles have been explored to detect bladder cancer based on urine.
Affinity-Based Detection
To overcome the limitations of indistinct morphology and impure samples, a platform that selectively captures exfoliated bladder cancer cells from voided urine has been developed [80] . This device capitalized on the specific binding properties of antibodies to capture cancer cells for early detection of bladder cancer.
Antibodies against EpCAM were used to selectively bind cancer cells. EpCAM is an epithelial cell surface marker [83] shown to have prognostic significance in bladder cancer [84] .
In this platform, EpCAM antibodies were immobilized on a biocompatible polyoxazoline plasma polymer by covalent bonds. Urine samples ( Figure 1 ) were loaded into microchannels. EpCAM-positive bladder cancer cells, if present, can bind to the antibodies. Non-specific binding of debris and other cells were eliminated by blocking with skimmed milk mixture. This platform reports a specificity of 96%, sensitivity of at least 88% and enrichment (defined as the ratio of cells in the unprocessed sample over the ratio of cells after selective capture procedure) of more than 97%. There are ongoing clinical studies to further validate this platform on urinary samples from bladder cancer patients as an alternative to invasive cystoscopy and conventional cytology. 
Cell-Based Detection
Affinity-Based Detection
Detection by Membrane Capacitance
An integrated microfluidic device was developed for label-free quantification and isolation of bladder cancer cells from blood cells found in urine samples [63] based on membrane capacitance. When an analyte solution containing both bladder cancer cells (HTB-9 TM human urinary bladder grade II carcinoma cell lines) and blood cells was passed through the microfluidic device, cells were captured by the silicon microchannels which served as the trapping gates ( Figure 2A ). Membrane capacitance of captured cells was measured using the gold electrodes patterned at the bottom of the microgates. Since bladder cancer cells and leukocytes have very different membrane capacitance, bladder cancer cells can be identified and detected through impedance measurements. Cancer cells 
An integrated microfluidic device was developed for label-free quantification and isolation of bladder cancer cells from blood cells found in urine samples [63] based on membrane capacitance. When an analyte solution containing both bladder cancer cells (HTB-9 TM human urinary bladder grade II carcinoma cell lines) and blood cells was passed through the microfluidic device, cells were captured by the silicon microchannels which served as the trapping gates ( Figure 2A ). Membrane capacitance of captured cells was measured using the gold electrodes patterned at the bottom of the microgates. Since bladder cancer cells and leukocytes have very different membrane capacitance, bladder cancer cells can be identified and detected through impedance measurements. Cancer cells were defined as cells which generated mean impedance changes in a channel that was higher than 60% after passing through the cell-containing solution. When the cellular response was between 20% and 35%, the trapped cell was a leukocyte. When the cellular response was below 5%, no cell was detected in the channel. were defined as cells which generated mean impedance changes in a channel that was higher than 60% after passing through the cell-containing solution. When the cellular response was between 20% and 35%, the trapped cell was a leukocyte. When the cellular response was below 5%, no cell was detected in the channel. This approach is simple, non-invasive and label-free. With a flow rate of 5 mL/hr, a 10 mL urine sample can be processed in 2 hr, which is relatively fast as compared to other microdevices for biomarker-based bladder cancer detection. In addition, it could be used to stage bladder cancer by counting the number of bladder cancer cells present in the urine sample. However, multiple cells can be captured in a single channel greatly affecting accuracy. Lowering the flow rate could possibly mitigate this problem but could result in clogging instead. Another issue with this approach stems from the fact that trials were conducted on bladder cancer cells and blood cells in an analyte solution. However, patient urine samples also contain other urothelial cells, raising the question of This approach is simple, non-invasive and label-free. With a flow rate of 5 mL/h, a 10 mL urine sample can be processed in 2 h, which is relatively fast as compared to other microdevices for biomarker-based bladder cancer detection. In addition, it could be used to stage bladder cancer by counting the number of bladder cancer cells present in the urine sample. However, multiple cells can be captured in a single channel greatly affecting accuracy. Lowering the flow rate could possibly mitigate this problem but could result in clogging instead. Another issue with this approach stems from the fact that trials were conducted on bladder cancer cells and blood cells in an analyte solution. However, patient urine samples also contain other urothelial cells, raising the question of determining an appropriate threshold to distinguish bladder cancer cells from healthy urothelial cells.
Impedance-Based Detection
An impedance-based immunosensor was designed and fabricated to quantitatively detect Galectin-1 (Gal-1) protein, a biomarker for bladder cancer [79] . To detect bladder cancer, alumina nanoparticles conjugated with the Gal-1 antibody (nanoprobes) were first trapped onto the gold microelectrode patterned on the immunosensor chip surface using programmable dielectrophoretic (DEP) manipulations. After blocking with bovine serum albumin (BSA) solution, the impedance before the immunoreaction was recorded (Z 0 ) ( Figure 2B ). Then, the T24 bladder carcinoma cell spiked lysate was dropped onto the electrode for immunoreaction. This was again followed by a washing step and the impedance after immunoassay was recorded (Z 1 ) ( Figure 2C ). Gal-1 protein was detected using electrochemical impedance analysis. Results showed that the normalized impedance variation increased with the concentration of T24 cell lysate.
This immunosensor chip offers several advantages as compared to traditional bladder cancer detection methods. The electrochemical detection relies only on the measurement of current or voltage to detect binding, making signal acquisition simple and label-free. With increased concentration of captured nanoprobes at the electrode surface due to DEP manipulations, the signal output is amplified for improved sensitivity. And the results showed that Grade III cell lysate had greater normalized impedance variation than Grade I cell lysate, indicating that this microdevice could be possibly used to find the grade of bladder cancer. However, this approach involves the synthesis of nanoprobes which is a complicated and time-consuming process that increases the cost and care necessary for use of this device.
Cell-Free Detection
DNA-Bonded Substrates
In the transition from healthy to malignant tissue, tumor suppressor genes are frequently methylated and therefore silenced, as transcriptional machinery is less able to access the genes for normal regulation of cellular activity [85, 86] . In addition to being present in the cell itself, methylated DNA can also be found as cell-free DNA in voided patient urine [87] . While methylation alterations can be detected by methylation-specific PCR [88] , this technique may add lengthy waiting steps and can introduce artefacts through biased amplification [89] . In the context of bladder cancer, prior studies have used quantitative methylation-specific real-time PCR on patient urine samples to evaluate the degree of methylation of established marker genes. The reported sensitivities for low-grade tumor detection by methylation-specific PCR ranged from 33% to 85% [90, 91] , as compared to 40.8% for UroVysion, 69% for CxBladder Detect, and~20% for cytology.
To implement assays targeting methylated DNA biomarkers of bladder cancer in the form of a microfluidic device, porphyrin-tagged DNA hairpin structures were bound to an electrode surface [78] ( Figure 3 ). Separate hairpin loop sequences were designed to be complementary to each of three genes commonly methylated in bladder cancer patients-epithelial cadherin (CDH1), death-associated protein kinase (DAPK), and retinoic acid receptor beta (RARβ). Through incubation in a solution containing methylated biomarker DNA, the hairpin structures changed conformation to bind to the corresponding biomarker DNA, thereby causing an increase in the polarity of the porphyrin tag's environment and in the distance from the porphyrin tag to the electrode surface. Both of these factors improved anions' ability to reach the device electrode's surface, contributing to a stronger electrochemical response following probe-biomarker hybridization [92] as measured by either surface plasmon resonance or electrochemical impedance spectroscopy [78] . To characterize and validate the DNA hairpin-electrode device, methylated target strands were synthesized to correspond to the sequences of CDH1, DAPK, and RARβ then spiked into a citrate buffer and a synthetic negative urine control; electrochemical responses were claimed to be identical with either solution. The device enabled measurable changes in electrode current in response to biomarker DNA concentrations as low as 2.5 × 10 −10 M. Given that the concentration of cell-free DNA in the urine of bladder cancer patients is on the order of 10 −9 M [93], these results support clinically relevant sensitivity. The device also retained performance through repeated cycles of target strand removal and addition. Furthermore, sequence specificity was validated by introducing four base pair mutations in the synthesized target strands and observing a fivefold reduction in electrochemical response. Crucially, all three target sequences could be detected simultaneously in a mixed solution, an important step toward sensitive and simultaneous targeting of multiple biomarkers. The porphyrin tag (brown) experiences an increase in the polarity of its environment and in its distance to the electrode surface, improving the ability of ions in solution (blue and orange) to reach the electrode surface. This change can be quantified using either surface plasmon resonance (SPR) or electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS).
As a next step, trials involving patient urine samples could be conducted using DNA hairpinelectrode devices. All presented data in the original study was taken in solutions of citrate buffer or synthetic negative urine control spiked with synthesized target strands, whereas clinical urine samples may vary in terms of pH, chemical component concentrations, contaminant cells, etc. Furthermore, cell-free DNA in urine exists as a mixture of many different oligo sequences and is typically double-stranded [94] , driving the need for evaluating whether the urine of bladder cancer patients contains sufficient biomarker DNA that both matches the hairpin structures in the device and is single-stranded. Additionally, the device requires 20 min to process 5 μL of patient urine, limiting its applicability for applications requiring high-throughput processing of large sample volumes such as rare cell isolation.
The DNA hairpin-electrode device presents promise for the detection of single-stranded biomarkers of cancer. Multiplexed assays were demonstrated on three commonly methylated genes in bladder cancer; the presence of multiple electrodes on a single chip point toward parallel sample processing. Furthermore, the device could be targeted toward a wide range of DNA biomarkers by customizing the sequence of the hairpin structures bound to the device electrode, providing significant versatility as research into cancer biomarkers progresses. Thus, the DNA hairpin-electrode device provides a potentially versatile platform for the multiplexed capture of single-stranded DNA species present in solution.
Antibody-Bonded Substrates
As an alternate direction to cell-free DNA as a biomarker for detection of bladder cancer, many assays and devices intended to screen cases of bladder cancer rely on the binding of antibodies to protein species present in patient urine [51] [52] [53] [54] 73, 95, 96] . Particularly common is plate-based ELISA, in which antibodies are coated onto wells of a plate and incubated with clinical liquid samples. As a The porphyrin tag (brown) experiences an increase in the polarity of its environment and in its distance to the electrode surface, improving the ability of ions in solution (blue and orange) to reach the electrode surface. This change can be quantified using either surface plasmon resonance (SPR) or electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS).
As a next step, trials involving patient urine samples could be conducted using DNA hairpin-electrode devices. All presented data in the original study was taken in solutions of citrate buffer or synthetic negative urine control spiked with synthesized target strands, whereas clinical urine samples may vary in terms of pH, chemical component concentrations, contaminant cells, etc. Furthermore, cell-free DNA in urine exists as a mixture of many different oligo sequences and is typically double-stranded [94] , driving the need for evaluating whether the urine of bladder cancer patients contains sufficient biomarker DNA that both matches the hairpin structures in the device and is single-stranded. Additionally, the device requires 20 min to process 5 µL of patient urine, limiting its applicability for applications requiring high-throughput processing of large sample volumes such as rare cell isolation.
As an alternate direction to cell-free DNA as a biomarker for detection of bladder cancer, many assays and devices intended to screen cases of bladder cancer rely on the binding of antibodies to protein species present in patient urine [51] [52] [53] [54] 73, 95, 96] . Particularly common is plate-based ELISA, in which antibodies are coated onto wells of a plate and incubated with clinical liquid samples. As a variation on plate-based ELISA, microbeads offer improved assay sensitivity and simplification of microfluidic device design [97, 98] . In a typical microbead immunoassay, primary antibodies are bound to the beads, providing a larger surface area-to-volume ratio for antigen capture as compared to the plate format of ELISA; this increased surface area-to-volume ratio improves sample mixing efficiency and antigen capture. Magnetic microbeads are particularly attractive candidates for biomarker studies, as they can be easily manipulated or trapped in device chambers through magnetic fields, reducing the need for special containment structures to avoid microbead losses during wash steps or buffer exchanges.
In 2013, a point-of-care device was presented for bladder cancer diagnosis based on magnetic microbead capture of apolipoprotein A1 (APOA1) [77] , which has been demonstrated to be present at elevated concentrations in the urine of bladder cancer patients [99] [100] [101] (Figure 4 ). Magnetic microbeads bound to APOA1-targeted antibodies were incubated with a urine sample to allow binding of APOA1 to the microbead. Biotinylated secondary antibodies were then added, again targeting APOA1. Through an ELISA enzyme complexed with streptavidin, a biotin-streptavidin linkage occurred so that the enzyme was bound to the microbead if APOA1 was initially present. Finally, the enzyme's substrate was introduced into the device chamber, causing a colour change detectable via measurements of optical density at 405 nm. The device exhibited a strong positive linear correlation between OD 405 measurements and the concentration of APOA1 in calibration solution, from 10 ng/mL to 2000 ng/mL. Given that an APOA1 concentration of 11.16 ng/mL has been proposed as a clinical cut-off for diagnosis [99] , the device's sensitivity shows promise for clinical relevance. At the upper end of the scale, patient urine APOA1 concentrations as high as 9000 ng/mL have been demonstrated, so that pre-dilutions may be necessary for accurate measurements of APOA1. However, the device retained linearity at APOA1 concentrations 100-fold higher than are possible with plate-based ELISAs (2000 ng/mL vs. 20 ng/mL, respectively), reducing the need for pre-dilution. In trials on the urine of bladder cancer patients (n = 4) and a hernia patient (non-cancer control, n = 1), measurements of APOA1 concentrations differed by less than 10% between ELISA and the APOA1-magnetic microbead device, across both patient samples and the healthy control.
However, the APOA1-magnetic microbead device presents areas that may be improved in future iterations. To mix samples during incubation and wash steps, a PDMS membrane oscillated under control of a vacuum; in the original study, a single device was used for each sample measurement to avoid membrane fatigue failure. The device's reaction chamber for sample incubation and antibody binding accommodated 14.5 µL for a 40-min protocol, a small sample processing volume that limits extensions of the device to lower concentration biomarkers and isolation of rare cell populations. Furthermore, the device relied on antibody-based detection of biomarkers, bringing limitations due to the expense and sensitive reagents of ELISA. With the increased availability of urine samples from bladder cancer patients, the device's performance could be evaluated with a sample size of patients larger than five individuals. If appropriately designed, such a study could also provide indications on correlations between cancer stage and APOA1 concentration, or on the prognostic value of the device's APOA1 concentration measurements.
have been demonstrated, so that pre-dilutions may be necessary for accurate measurements of APOA1. However, the device retained linearity at APOA1 concentrations 100-fold higher than are possible with plate-based ELISAs (2000 ng/mL vs. 20 ng/mL, respectively), reducing the need for predilution. In trials on the urine of bladder cancer patients (n = 4) and a hernia patient (non-cancer control, n = 1), measurements of APOA1 concentrations differed by less than 10% between ELISA and the APOA1-magnetic microbead device, across both patient samples and the healthy control. figure) removes excess enzyme; (F) Enzyme substrate (yellow) is added to the reaction chamber so that enzyme-mediated reactions result in a substrate colour change (yellow to brown) that is quantifiable via optical density measurements.
As compared to ELISA, the APOA1-magnetic microbead device offers significant improvements in throughput-40 min for the device vs. roughly 4 h for ELISA. Furthermore, by introducing mixtures of magnetic beads conjugated to different primary antibodies, the device presents a path to multiplexed assays that provide complementary sets of information from a single sample. In principle, the breadth of the device is limited only by the ability to produce and conjugate high-specificity primary antibodies, which would enable versatility in the detection of a variety of proteins and cellular epitopes. Overall, the APOA1-magnetic microbead device provides improved throughput and upper-end biomarker sensitivity compared to ELISA, with potential to multiplex assays for improved clinical insights.
Extracellular Vesicles (EV) Isolation
Extracellular vesicles (EV) have emerged as a potential biomarker [102] due to their prevalence in urine and other bodily fluids, rendering them highly accessible by non-invasive liquid biopsy methods ( Figure 5 ).
EVs are particles ranging from 30 nm to more than 5000 nm in size [103] that are secreted by cells into bodily fluids and facilitate intercellular signalling [104] . Surrounded by a lipid bilayer, EVs carry proteins, nucleic acids and lipids from their cells of origin ( Figure 5 ), making their composition highly similar to that of the original cells, and therefore offering information about disease states. By containing a repertoire of intracellular genetic materials and proteins, EVs are a microcosm of the cancer cells from which they were released, rendering the EVs promising candidates as surrogate markers. Signature protein or miRNA profiles are used to reflect diseased states; (B) Schematic diagram of EV isolation using Exodisc. Exodisc contains nine chambers. Urine is loaded into the loading chamber; (C) The sample is filtered through a 600 nm nano-filter to remove large particles while (D) the smaller EVs are captured on the second filter which is 20 nm in pore size. Washing buffer removes impurities that proceed into waste chambers. EVs are recovered by elution into the collection chamber.
EVs have been known to play a role in cancer progression and metastasis via intercellular communication [105] . Indeed, the protein and miRNA composition of tumor-derived EVs found in urine have been observed to reflect the presence of cancer [43] . For example, differential protein and miRNA profiles were observed in patients with prostate cancer [105, 106] . From 24 proteins known to be differentially expressed in bladder cancer patients, one (TACSTD2) was found to also be present at significantly elevated levels in EVs isolated from urine [107] . EDIL-3, another protein found to play a role in cell migration and tube formation and was present at elevated levels in bladder cancer patients [108] . Association of EDIL-3 expression in tumor tissues with EDIL-3 levels in urine exosomes posits urinary EVs as a source of biomarkers for bladder cancer detection.
However, current methods to isolate EVs present certain limitations. Various known methods of EV isolation can be laborious and time-consuming [43] , with significant losses of EVs trapped in filter pores and loss of EV function upon elution [109] . The lack of standardized methods for the isolation of EVs also confounds reproducibility of results.
To circumvent these limitations of EV isolation, Exodisc has been recently developed for the isolation, enrichment, and quantification of EVs ( Figure 5 ). The device was spun at low speed to sediment large debris. The resulting supernatant was passed through two nano filters-one filter to capture large particles and a second to enrich EVs according to their size. The first filter trapped particles larger than 600 nm, while the second filter trapped putative EVs between 20 and 600 nm. Large particles proceeded to the waste chamber while EVs were retained on the second filter. These enriched EVs were then cleansed with washing buffer and eluted into a collection chamber. Downstream protein detection was carried out by an on-disc ELISA. The Exodisc device has been demonstrated to isolate and purify EVs in 30 min, with >95% recovery of EVs and >100-fold higher concentrations of mRNA in the final sample as compared to previously-established ultracentrifugation methods for the isolation of EVs.
A key advantage of the Exodisc is the ability to directly conduct assays on raw patient urine with a timeframe of 30 min. In contrast, other EV isolation techniques require pre-processing steps (e.g., sucrose gradient, chemical sedimentation) that may add significant time (e.g., up to 12 h for chemical sedimentation) and equipment requirements (e.g., ultracentrifuges, reagents, etc.). Furthermore, the EV output of the Exodisc contains nucleic acids and proteins for subsequent omic characterization of individual patients' cases (further discussed in "Future Perspectives" and "Concluding Remarks"). In principle, particles of other sizes can be captured through tuning and optimization of filter pore diameters, pointing toward more generalized applications for the Exodisc. However, on-chip ELISA was conducted through a custom-built system to measure the OD of the product of a horseradish peroxidase-mediated reaction. As a potential extension, it would be worthwhile to characterize the device's compatibility with standard fluorescent-based ELISA approaches, which would enable increased sensitivity, multiplexed assays, and larger-scale implementation at other research laboratories and medical institutions. Additionally, Exodisc's approach to EV isolation necessitates disposal and replacement of filters between trials in order to avoid inter-sample contamination. Ultimately, Exodisc presents a straightforward, robust method to isolate EVs containing rich information on the genetic, transcriptomic, and proteomic makeup of patients' bladder cancer tumors.
Future Perspectives
Today, bladder cancer is one of the most common types of cancer, and demographic trends in common risk factors, such as age and smoking, point toward further increases in the number of cases worldwide. With the ageing of populations in developed nations [110, 111] , the proportion of individuals at increased risk of bladder cancer will also rise. Similarly, global trends in smoking hint at populations at risk of bladder cancer: the prevalence of smoking in Eastern Europe is high and stable, while in sub-Saharan Africa, the prevalence is projected to increase [112] . Given that bladder cancer treatment and long-term monitoring incur the highest costs of any cancer type on a per-patient basis, it is likely that bladder cancer will place larger and larger burdens on health care systems around the globe. To mitigate this scenario, effective detection methods for bladder cancer bear value, both for patient lives and for healthcare resources.
Future efforts should focus on formulating a set of criteria that an effective, non-invasive bladder cancer detection method should meet. As with any medical device, an ideal tool would be both low-cost and robust, such that the burden of bladder cancer is reduced without sacrificing medical insights. As promising devices progress from the lab bench to clinical trials, the metrics chosen to evaluate accuracy should cover (1) high specificity to exclude patients without bladder cancer and (2) high sensitivity to provide early detection. The aim of promoting early-stage detection would provide clinicians with the flexibility to select for cheaper and less damaging treatment options. Currently, existing monitoring methods are optimized for patients with advanced bladder cancer [22, 23, 113] . Given that the five-year survival rate of patients whose bladder cancer is confined to the urothelium at diagnosis is over 19 times higher than the rate for patients whose cancer has metastasized [5] , screening and diagnostic devices with consistent performance across cancer stages would bring significant benefits to bladder cancer patient care.
Early detection of bladder cancer is crucial to improving patient outcomes [114] . Device performance in early-stage cases of bladder cancer could be feasibly improved through two complementary approaches: (1) development of assays that detect vanishingly small concentrations of materials linked to the presence of bladder cancer (e.g., biomarkers, exfoliated tumor cells, cell-free genetic material, etc.); and (2) development of assays targeting materials with high biological specificity to only individuals with bladder cancer (as compared to materials present in healthy individuals' urine and exhibiting elevated concentrations in bladder cancer patients' urine). The first approach may consist of iterative improvements upon currently-existing devices or the realization of novel techniques to assay known bladder cancer markers, while the second will likely require fundamental scientific inquiries to identify materials whose mere presence is specific and precise enough to indicate that a patient has bladder cancer.
The development of devices targeting materials with high biological specificity would provide significant benefits over currently available devices dependent on the appropriate selection of biomarker concentration cut-off values, as uniform application of cut-off values can lead to erroneous results in patients just below or above the cut-off [115, 116] . For biomarkers that are typically present in the urine of healthy individuals and have elevated levels in bladder cancer patients, somewhat arbitrary choices of cut-off concentrations can lead to stark differences in medical decision-making. But on the other hand, allowing flexibility in the selection of cut-off values to account for different patient populations and medical practitioners inhibits the ability to accurately compare research results and evaluate device efficacy [117, 118] . Variations in cut-off concentrations may drive potentially conflicting conclusions on the ability of a given device to accurately identify individuals with bladder cancer. Given these issues with determining appropriate concentration cutoffs, which affect all devices targeting biomarkers that are present in normal urine but have elevated levels in that of bladder cancer patients, the identification of biomarkers produced only by cancerous cells and not by other healthy cells of the bladder could strengthen medical decision-making through a more nearly binary classification of patients into healthy or cancerous. Through research into assays targeting biomarkers with high biological specificity to bladder cancer, researchers can mitigate the effects of technical noise and assay decision criteria for improved clinical insights and diagnoses.
Additionally, an emphasis should be placed on the development of screening and diagnostic methods amenable to clinical implementation. For instance, many currently available ELISA-based assays have temperature-dependent antibody behaviour and require expensive plate readers [119] , factors that contribute to the recommendation against their general use in population-wide screening. In contrast, wearable sensors and phone-based detection exemplify the link between ease of implementation and breadth of use. By enabling doctors to take unobtrusive, straightforward measurements of patient physiology, such technologies have brought medical monitoring into patients' daily lives for long-term, continuous observation of individual medical cases. Commercially available wearable sensors provide near-instant readouts on parameters such as heart rate, temperature, and oxygen saturation in a user-friendly manner [120] ; even more directly relevant to bladder cancer microfluidic devices are phone-based sensors with functionalities such as calculating quantitative ELISA assay results [121] and detecting point mutations in tumor samples [122] . At a deeper level, wearable and phone-based sensors point to further guiding principles in the development of microfluidic devices to assay bladder cancer: the importance of designing devices that are compatible with hospitals' pre-existing equipment and with patients' daily regimens. In addition to strong screening and/or detection performance, a microfluidic device's long-term impact on bladder cancer care will be shaped by its ability to seamlessly integrate into practitioners' diagnostic and treatment routines.
While detecting exfoliated bladder cancer cells in voided urine provides a pain-free approach, sensitivity of cell-based tests would be limited by the number of exfoliated tumor cells. Since low-grade tumors shed few cells [113] and the presence of any circulating tumor cells confers poor prognosis [123] , low numbers of exfoliated cells could limit the utility of cell-based tools for early detection. Thus, non-cell based biomarkers such as extracellular vesicles, an agent of cellular communication for budding tumors within the tumor microenvironment [124] , may be a promising alternative for detection at earlier stages. Given the newfound recognition of extracellular vesicles as a source of biomarkers, methods to isolate them are varied, including size filtration, antibody capture, and precipitation [125] . However, standardization of isolation techniques must be addressed before clinical utilization, ideally achieving a balance between precision, cost, and duration of tests. Robust developments in this area would first require a unified goal of standardized EV isolation techniques. Given this need for robust EV isolation methods, the clinical utility of EV isolation remains an area of particular opportunity for future research.
In the future, screening and diagnostic tools that function without specialized equipment would provide a path toward broad acceptance, while high-throughput tools would enable rapid evaluation of cancer cases and increase the number of patients able to receive care. Furthermore, bladder cancer detection tools with simple, straightforward designs would reduce training requirements and inter-practitioner variability, thereby decreasing healthcare costs and ensuring reliability in bladder cancer screening and diagnosis. Non-invasiveness of the detection method is another area that should be taken into consideration. Invasive methods such as cystoscopy cause discomfort and pain to patients, limiting their application in early screening and routine monitoring of bladder cancer.
For us to have a more comprehensive and patient-friendly standard of care, non-invasive diagnostic methods are in great need. With a bladder cancer detection tool that provides the above traits, medical practitioners could deliver point-of-care, real-time assessments of a patient's bladder cancer status. Conscious consideration of these features will be key to achieve sweeping improvements to the standard of care for bladder cancer patients through effective microfluidic screening and diagnostic devices.
Concluding Remarks
Considering the future, one can envision an even larger role for microfluidic devices in the treatment of bladder cancer. At present, research into novel cancer detection methods is ongoing in hopes of developing an alternative that surpasses invasive cystoscopy. Current FDA-approved diagnostic tests are still used in conjunction with, but never in place of, standard diagnostic tests. Building on the current standards of screening and diagnostics, non-invasive microfluidic devices could provide a platform for uncovering rich information on the diversity of individual patients' cases. Many biomarkers of bladder cancer are present in the urine of patients, which enables the collection of large volumes of patient samples with minimal patient disturbance, particularly as compared to the volume limitations and pain of drawing blood that occurs for investigations on circulating tumor cells of other types of cancer. It is likely that microfluidic devices will have a largely complementary role to established standards such as cystoscopy and cytology (e.g., confirming the results from established standards or suggesting a need for further tests during long-term monitoring). To transition from promising results to widespread clinical implementation, early adoption of microfluidic devices will depend on partnerships between researchers and medical practitioners committed to bringing the promise of microfluidic devices to fruition. Over time, as such partnerships demonstrate the accuracy, throughput, and ease-of-use of particularly successful microfluidic devices, increasing numbers of practitioners will opt to incorporate applicable devices in their diagnosis process, as part of a self-reinforcing cycle.
Key capabilities of microdevices will provide a strong foundation for personalized care and mechanistic frameworks at the level of both individual cases and patient populations over time. The ease of obtaining patient urine samples facilitates testing and development of novel devices, but also provides ample material to detect and isolate materials indicating the presence of cancerous cells. While some screening and diagnostic devices target biomolecules or proteins, others isolate exfoliated tumor cells [80] and nucleic acid-containing vesicles [81] ; this genetic material could provide a starting point for downstream genetic analyses to inform treatment decisions and provide insights into bladder cancer development and variants without requiring expensive and invasive biopsy procedures. In studies on lung [126] and breast cancer [127] , microfluidic devices for mimicking tumor microenvironments provide a path toward tailored treatment approaches, while single-cell 'omics' analysis yields invaluable insight into the heterogeneity and molecular processes of cancer [128] . This is especially important in addressing inter-patient tumor heterogeneity [129] . For instance, by applying techniques of single-cell transcriptomics to patients' exfoliated tumor cells, researchers could capture and sequence cellular mRNA to quantify transcription levels of individual cancer cells, enabling analysis of correlated genes, development of networks of gene co-regulation, and identification of distinct cell types with unique genetic signatures [130] [131] [132] . In the clinic, such fine-level knowledge of cancer cells could point toward the exact factors of dysregulation driving the development of a patient's tumor and underpin the development of testable hypotheses for druggable mutations and effective treatment methods.
In particular, the ability to computationally cluster data from related cell populations could provide an in silico method to isolate data from rare exfoliated tumor cells (as compared to contaminant urothelial cells) [133] [134] [135] and could also indicate distinct subpopulations of cancerous cells that would likely benefit from treatment with a coordinated, concerted panel of drugs informed by knowledge of the characteristics of individual cells [136] [137] [138] . More broadly, application of single-cell transcriptomics to exfoliated bladder cancer cells from a large population of patients would provide a reference transcriptomic dataset of bladder cancer variants, useful for placing patients within a broader context of prior knowledge and for predicting efficacy of potential treatment paths based on historical data [139] . Likewise, techniques for investigating DNA methylation and changes in chromatin accessibility could provide mechanistic insight into the genomic changes that drive alterations in gene expression, cellular physiology, and progression to a cancerous state [140, 141] . As a complementary direction to that of single-cell omics, clinicians could identify which drugs are most likely to be effective for a given patient through isolation, ex vivo expansion, and drug screens on a patient's own circulating tumor cells. Such an approach has yielded prognostic information on the responses of breast cancer patients to medical treatment [142] , and microfluidic devices that isolate exfoliated tumor cells could bring the power of personalized medicine to bladder cancer treatment.
Rather than being limited to monitoring bladder cancer through cell counts or biomarkers, clinicians could understand changes in genetic circuits at the scale of individual patients and identify druggable mutations for improved patient outcomes based on microfluidic devices that isolate genetic material from bladder cancer cells. Thus, the development of such microfluidic devices would provide synergistic effects on patient treatment by detecting the presence of bladder cancer and informing the selection of effective treatment options. A non-invasive method to obtain primary source human bladder cancer cells would enable the evaluation of medical treatments directly on samples from patients themselves, providing a robust test system with direct relevance to today's bladder cancer patients and accelerating the implementation of research developments in clinical settings. Conversely, widespread clinical implementation of high-throughput assays on cancer cells isolated from patients would also bear impact on research directions, as the growth and proliferation of data on patients' cancer cell genomics and treatment outcomes would inform our understanding of bladder cancer development and mechanisms within the larger context of multiple measurement modalities across diverse populations of patients. Thus, we anticipate that research on non-invasive devices with capabilities for both detection and an individualized analysis of bladder cancer phenotypes will yield exciting results that benefit patients, clinicians, and researchers alike. 
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